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Rotor abt:e me~ts on the 'Bl.ack H.awk hellcoptu using bl.J.de
mounted accelerometers arc described, beginning m the Airloads 8 lade 
Hawk in 1987, then in 1994,. and fin.tlly on the RASCAL • Blo1.ck Hawk 
in 1998. The underlying theory is ~so presented, Including a method for 
removing the effect of vehicle motion from the accelerometer sigrals. 

Highly agile helicopters require high-gain attitude control systems. !..x=i+K,t:c:-i> 
d< 

The effect of blade dynamics must then be incorpor.tted in the attitude control 

system design UJ. Therefore the measurement of bl,ade flapping states is 
~l=i+K1 (.r-X) 
d< 

(3) 

(4) 

required. Such measurements are also required in the implementation of where the hatted quantities are estimated values, and K1 and~ are constants. 

Individual-Blade-Control (IBC) [2). Writing the estimation error as 

The measurement of rotor blade flapping states on the Black Hawk t = x- .i 

helicopter using blade-mounted· accelerometers was commenced in 1987 IJL and differentiating equation (3) with respect to time, there iesults 

These tests demonstrated that the measurement required two accelerometers 

located at the blade !.QQ.1. This knowledge was then applied to blade flapping 

measurements on the Bet! 412 rotor during wing tunnel tests {4] and the 

Airloads Black Hawk during flight oes~ [51. 

Currently this technology is being applied to the RASCAL Black Hawk 

(6]. 

Accelerometers have also been applied to the measurement 

rotor blade states, e.g., torsion {7], lagging [8], and flatwise bending (9]. 

2. ACCEI EROMETER KINEMATICS 

of other 

From Figure 1, the blade flatwise acceleration at station due to response 
of the first two flatwise modes is 

a(r) .. (r--e) fi<t) + rfl1!}(t) + tt(r) i(t) + rfl,'(r)g(t) 

Then, for .tcce!erometers mounted at r 1, r1, r,. and r, 

[:]=[::,~~ ::, :;:,) ,~:~~(::.11·(!} 
a, (r,-e) r~1 11(r,) r,01rf(r1) i 

a, (r,
1
-e) r,n1 fl(r,) r,n1rt(r,) g 

In matrix notation, A • M·R 

Then the flatwise modal responses are given by 

R= M"1 ·A 

Note that the elements of M"1 are dependent only upon blade spanwise 

station, rotor rotation speed, md bending mode shape, i.e., they are 

independent of flight condition. 

dl. d: K. 
dt 1 x=;;;x+ 1e 

Substituting equation (4) into equation (5), 

~:i=i+K~+K1i 

Since d
1

1 
i- i = -i, equation (6) becomes 

"' 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

This expression represents the dynamics of the estimation 

corresponding characteristic equation is 

i+K1s+K1 =0 

error. Tho 

The bandwidth and damping of the estimation process are determined by the 

choice of the constants K 1 and K:t. 
Since the elements of the filter shown in Figure 2 are independent of 

flight condition, the estimation of modal rate response involves only the 

integr.ttion of the products of constants anC the measured modal responses by 

an anaJog or digital device, her-e called .t McKmjp filter. Note that an 

improved estimate of the modal displacement x is also obtained due to the 

double integration of modal accelerationi embodied in the filter. Also, note 

that no knowledge of the rotor or its ilight cond.ltion is required in designing 

the fLiter. 

3. RB.fOVTNG THE EFFECT$ OF VEHlCLE MOTION 

Since the elements of M"1 are independent of flight condition, the Flight tests have shown that a considerable portion of blade-mounted 

solution for a desired modal response involves only the summation of the accelerometer signals is due to vehicle motion during maneuvering flight 

products of spanwi.se acrelerometer signals Uld their rorn~ponding constant The purpose of this investigation is to identify the signal components 

matrix elements by an analog or digital device, here c.aUed a 12.1.xu. due to vehicle motion, and determine a means of elimina!ing them from the 

Consider the block diagram shown in Figure 2. For modal acceleration .to:elerometer signals. 

j and modal displacement x determined as above for any mode, this diagram Consider the inertial axis system shown in Figures 3 and 4. Blade 

represents the following filter equations from (10]: flapping with respect to the X-Y (inertial) plane is 
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(1) 

where a and cp are fuselage Euler angles,'+' is blade azimuth Ot, and /10 • A, and 

A, ou-e components of flapping with rcspe<:t to the hub plane, i.e., 

(Z) 

Differentiating equation (1) with respect to time, 

Pu• .. Po+ c/1,,. 9) COSI(· <A .• e) 0 sino/ 

(3) 

Blade inertial flapping {J~' and flapping velocity /J, can be obtained 

using the methods of Section 2. The quantities fJ~, (t\,- 8), and (/3,,- <p) can be 

transferred to the fixed system using the coordinate transformation described 

in Ref. 4 and shown in Figure 5. The quantities /Jo• ci\ · th, and (A.· ~)can 
be transferred to the fixed system as shown in Ref. 4, and in Figure 6. 

Then the desired quantities {Jl,' {\. /J,, and A. can be obtained using 

the measured fuselage quantities e, e. 'P and f. 

4. AIRI OADS BLACK HAW}( Fl.tGHITESTS IN 1987131 AND 1994 [5] 

The objective ol the flight. measurements was to compare fbpping 
estimated using the root and tip acceleration measurements with that 

predicted by a simple rigid-blade model, and with that measured by a root

mounted flapping transducer. 

Time histories and frequency spectra of the two accelerometers for an 

80 kt. level flight trim CQndition of the UH-MA helicopter, Figure 7, are 

shown in Figures 8 and 9. Multiple harmonics of rotor speed (43 Hz) are 

evident in the record, with lP and 3P contributions being particularly strong. 

In order to estimate flapping for purposes of controlling flight dynamics, only 

the lower frequency responses at 0-lP are of interest. The analysis of {3] 

indicated significant lP tip accelerometer response due to bending 

contributions to the local values of blade slope and blade acceleration, which 

together determine the tip accelerometer response. This was not the case for 

the root accelerometer. 

The results suggested that blade O.lP flapping estimation can be 

accomplished by using two ~ accelerometers to minimize the blade 

bending contribution to the aCC't!lerometer signals. Alternatively, the blade 

flapping and bending response can be determined by using four spanwise 

accelerometers and the methodology of Section 2 to solve for flapping and/or 

bending response. 

The knowledge obtained from this test led to the use of two blade-root· 

mounted accelerometers in the wind tunnel and flight tests described in {4] 

and{S]. 

Typical Black Hawk flight test results are shown in Fig. 10. 

s. RASCAL 81 ACK HAWK 

A general description of the RASCAL helicopter is given in (6]. A 

similar helicopter is shown in Fig. 7. 

The complete rotor state measurement and estimation system installed 

on the RASCAL is shown in Figure 11. The hub mounted LASER sensors 

a.nd blade mounted accelerometers provide redundant and complementary 

flap and lead-lag information for the estimation algorithms. A LASER sensor 

b; also used to measure blade pitch angle. Main rotor RPM is sensed in the 

fixed frame and used in the modal transformations of the accelerometer 

signals to produce blade angle estimates. Main rotor azimuth is also 

mea$ured in the fixed frame for use in the multiblade coordinate 

transformation of the rotating system data into the non-rotating frame. 

LASER distance sensors are used to estimate the flap. lead-tag. and 

pitch angular displacements of each main rotor blade. These sensors calculate 

distance from beam reflection, are highly accurate, and have a very high 

bandwidth. The sensors are mounted on the hub and measure displacements 

of the attachment spindle and pitch link which are functions of the desired 

angles. Since the blade is rigidly attached to the spindle, blade root angles can 

be inferred from these motion data. A detailed description of the LASER 

system is given in [11]. 

Two pairs of linear accelerometers are moun(ed on the surface of e<~:ch 

blade at the locations shown in Figure 12 for the estimation of blade root flap 

and lead-lag angles. One pair are located with the sensitive axis perpendicular 

to the plane fanned by the bl.ade chord and span to sense blade flapping and 

one pair are oriented with the sensitive axis along the bl.ade chord to sense 

lead-lag. The inboard member of eac:h pair is located 27 inches from the 

center of the main rotor shaft. The outboard member of each pair is located 

42 inches from the center of the main rotor shaft The fl.apwise 

accelerometers are located on the upper surface of the blade at the quarter 

chord. The lagwise accelerometers are located on the trailing edge cutout 

surface. 

Typical flight test data are as shown in FigurE: 10. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The unique characteristics of blade-mounted accelerometers are as 
follows: 

1. Their fWlctional relationship with blade accelerations and displacements is 

independent of Oight CQildition. 

2. They permit an inner feedback control loop around eaclt bl.ade ~ 

rotating system. Complete vehicle functions can be achieved by outer loops, 

which can operate at high gain, since blade stability is ensured by the inner 

loop. 

3. They of(er advantages over other sensors: the accelerometer signal can be 

integrated once and twice to obtain high·fidelity rate and displacement 

estimates. 

4. They permit control in the time-domain: this eliminates the need !or 

ha.rmonic analysis found in HHC systems, with corresponding lags, and 

Inability to follow the npid transients foWld in helicopter m.aneuvering 

flight. Also, the stabilization of various blade modes becomes possible. 

These Wlique characteristics or accelerometers make them superior 

blade-mounted sensor candidates for the upcoming IBC Black Hawk described 

in [12]. 
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Figure 3. Helicopter Inertial Axes Figure 4. Blade Flapping Geometry 

Flgun 5. Schematic of flapping Ollpb.~mtnl Musuftmcnl Sytlcm ( ~ ~ j!1p) Figure 6. Schematic: of Fbpplng Rate Mururcmo:nl S}'W'Itm (;1 ~ ~;r:p) 
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